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Appendix 3 

Transcription (Extracts 1,6,8,9,12 and 17) 

 

R4: Ok. Ok. Good afternoon to our respected lecturers, Madame Saliha and Madame Lina. 

Our topic today is homeschooling is better than going to school. In my, in my opinion, I 

agree that homeschooling is better than going to school. First of all, homeschooling can 

avoid bad influences by friends. For example, free mingling, (***inaudible) and bad 

language is come from our friends. This is because when we are… when children are in 

their school, they almost, spend almost all their times with their friends. So, friends are 

easily influence them with bad things. When are these homeschooling can prevent all 

those things when parents can mould their children correctly and so that that children 

can have a, a self-discipline and they can then how to manage their time correctly, and. 

R1: Excuse me, can I add, can I add on? I’m not agrees with you because homeschooling at 

home is, is can caused, (6) because children maybe not mingle with each other. Because 

they just, they just stud, they just studied at home. And they maybe cannot make many 

friends. Compare, compare going to school. They can make many friends and mingle 

with each other. Ok. How about you, Michele? 

R2: In my opinion, I agree with her opinion that homeschooling, that homeschooling is not 

better than going to school. Because in school we can learn educate, we can learn 

history, mathematics, science. And then in school, they, in school they have a sport. In 

sport, we can, we can exercise our body. And then we active in sport like playing 

badminton, and then our body can be healthy, we can, we have the. 

R4: (8) But I think, we also can* exercise at home, right? 

R1: Yes. 

R2: Ok. 

R4: How about you (***inaudible)? 

R3: I disagree with this topic because my op, my opinion is. Ok. When we homeschooled, 

when go to school, we have many benefit better than home, homeschooling, sekolah at 

home. Ok. 

R4: Example? 

R3: We, we must, we teach ourselves to be discipline. When we at home, we cannot 

discipline ourselves. Not brave to others, not confident, ok?  

R2: Yes. 

R3: (1) When we go to school, we teach* at* class, we have friends, we have experience 

with other people, we use uni… uniforms, we have, what, others and others. That’s my. 

Ok. And, in addition, (17) homeschooling use a lot of money. Because we must to hire 

a teacher to come, to come to, to come to our house to teach and they are, compare to, 

compare study at school, we, we just, we just, we just pay the fee for to study. And then 

at school. And cannot, and, can’t to hire a teacher.  

R4: Excuse me. 

R3: Am I right? 

R4: In my way, in my way of thinking, I think homeschooling is better because as we know, 

in nowadays, nowadays, friends can influence the children easily. When the children be 

friends with that bad boys or bad children, they can easily do bad things such as (*** 
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inaudible) or smoking. We, we have, we have know about it. It has become a really a 

critical issue now. 

R2: Excuse me, I disagree with the statement because that is school, teachers can advise her, 

the, the student about, advice about wrong or bad things. But. 

R4: Parents, parents also can advice their children to do, to do what’s wrong and what’s 

right. 

R2: But I think, at the school, we have history that we can know about our history. 

R4: We can also learn that.  

R2: Excuse me, excuse me. I want to add on to my right, to my way of thinking, I think that 

when we go to school, we have many facilities to… 

R1: Yes. 

R2: … to, to study. 

R4: But I think we, we can study more comfortable in house. Because we easily safe time. 

For example, when we are in school, when we want to go to the toilet, we have to walk, 

walk maybe around the school to find the toilet. But in our house, we just have to walk 

a few, few steps. 

R1: Yes, yes. But, the hardships, we’ll we learn us to be, to be comfit to be good better than 

before. Not be lazy. Just go to, at near. 

R3: (9) Excuse me, ^ my opinion, I cannot study on* myself. I have friend to, to help if I 

don’t know something, I can ask her if like Mathematic. And then, if he, if she don’t 

know some subject that I know, I can teach her like. 

R1: Yes, correctly. 

R3: And then also we can make study group. For example, at school, we have the PMR, 

SPM at the. So, when, when the, when the examination, when examination appear. 

R2: Examination around the corner. 

R4: I think I know what you want to say. Ok. 

R3: Yes. 

M: You want, I think Summaiyah want to say that when the examination is have at 

school… 

R3: Yes. 

R4: … examination, some each other we will be fight, fight and we get more knowledge, 

we. 

R3: And can occur the comp, compe, competeti. 

R4: Competition.  

R2: I just. 

R4: Try to being, I think sometimes parents make bet, best teacher than teachers in our 

school. Because in our home, parents can teach about our life and our future or they can 

teach us good behaviour. And we can the (***inaudible) can know about how the life 

would be in the future. 

 

EXAMINER: Ok. One person can conclude. 
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R2: I think student have, some student, their parents, the, the, the, they work as a fisherman. 

(12) So, their father don’t have education, not education*. So, the, the parents send the 

children to the school to stud… to study. And teachers take a important role to teach the 

children. 

R4: Ok. 

R2: In conclusion. 

R3: In conclusion, majority of us disagree with this topic and I think homeschooling, 

homeschooling or school at home have a…has… has… a… ad… advantages and 

disadvantages for us.  

[END] 
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Appendix 4 

Transcription (Extracts 2, 3 and 13) 

R: Assalamualaikum and a very Good Morning to the member. (2) Today we will be 

discuss about No Animal Should Be Keep* As Pet. The first point today is a… when 

we get keep a pet is just like a… not easy to bring anywhere or its can be disrupt when 

we sleep and in this case I think we need to… to give a feed every… everyday when 

we… when we keep as a pet. Can you add some one? 

R2: I do agree with the… the topic not no animals should be keep as pets, my opinion is 

going similar with Faizul but I want to add my opinion. My opinion is when we keep 

the animal …should… when animal should be keep as pets, it make a lot of trouble of 

course like a dog, its can make noisy… more noisy… noise when people are sleep then 

and others and that’s animals like to peeping everywhere so it hard to… to we keep. 

What about you Amirul? 

R3: I disagree with the statement because some animal are not dangerous even they get that 

bite or scratch it… it owner it maybe because the owner did it pet. What about you 

Mukmin? 

R4: Ok firstly, I do agree with the two of you that no animal should be kept as pet because 

sometime when pets give trouble to us when we want to go to a vacation, we couldn’t 

bring them too so we need to give them enough foods to feed them every day for 

example if you left them for a week so we must put a week, we must put the food for 

week time, so it will be in trouble if the pets are, if the pets they didn’t eat in the… in 

the right time, they will be dead or something. What do you think Azhar? 

R: So it then people with lot of work, a lot of task, they have no time into keep the the 

animals. Is there right? 

R2: (13) I… I agree with you two but in my personally is different *, I… I think that when 

we keep as a pet, the pet is can get a personal bodyguard like when we bring a dog and 

walk at the… at the anywhere, the dog can… can safe us and like a personal bodyguard 

R: Of course 

R3: If… if not animal should be keep as pet what animal must be, is it will be a wild animal 

that own our house. Sometimes animal should be keep as secure, security to… to secure 

our homes sometimes  

R4: Yes I do agree with you because for example from long time ago, I have a small dog to 

…to guard my orchard  

R: Yes 

R4: So that something like ox will, will not enter my orchard, so what do you think? 
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R3: I think can keep as a pet good idea to… to get us secure security for every everyone is 

with animal and another point is a when we …when we keep as a pet which the trouble 

for… for… for… for give some food like Amir say before that and then as a keep as pet 

we know that we… we what we must know how food is suitable for this pet 

R2: Of course it… when it… we keep the pets we should do waste our money, waste our 

time to keep them so I think animal should… no animal should be keep as pets because 

sometimes that animal like to be anywhere pees as anywhere, there’s give us trouble 

especially in our room when we want to sleep then this a smelly they are so smell. So 

how about you? 

R3: Our first my next point is even though I do agree with that statement that no animals 

should be kept as pet. I would add one another point here that I feel that animal should 

be keep as pet because sometimes when I go to the supermarket or the street I can see 

that many cats were left and some of them were hit by vehicles and I think we should 

take a good care of them so that they will not be extinct  

R: Ya that’s the best point you’ll give that many pet in the outside should be  

R3: Especially cats 

R: Should be kept. And what do you want to add something? 

R4: But we …we have the care house to… to keep this animals from hit by bicycle right  

R3: Yes but not all over places have houses like that I mean in my place, we don’t have 

such thing like that  

R: Not animal can be keep as a pet, we just only can, we can only keep a dog to be a pet. Is 

anything as each any… any animal as can be keep as each any animal as can be keep as 

I think when we… we want to keep the animal as pets we should know about the… 

they need about the food like when we… we should keep the pets it that easy to we 

keep like cats and you know about Sugar Glider, it’s so hard to keep as to keep  

R4: What about shit we do, I don’t know 

R: Same thing 

R4: What is that? 

R3: You know the point that when we keep a pet we… we just, we don’t just spend money 

to buy a food we… we spend money to… to… to build a house pet so when we… when 

we have a dog you know we… we have to spend money to buy the house, at house and 

that something like that  

M: Somebody conclude  

R3: (3)We can conclude that some of us are agree* that no animals should be keep as a pet 

and that is other that disagree with the statement  
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Appendix 5 

Transcription (Extracts 18 and 19) 

 

R4: And very good afternoon I bid to the (***inaudible) and my fellow candidates. I am 

here today to discuss about single-sex schools have, can lessen social problem. Ok. Let 

start with Amy. How do you think about this topic, Amy? Do you agree? 

R1: Yes, I do agree with you Masyitah. Single-sex school can reduce social problems 

nowadays. I’ve firmly believe that single-sex schools can reduce social problem owing 

to the several reasons. First and foremost, they are not get involved in social problem 

and free mingling relations. 

R4: Yes. 

R1: For example, they have, do not have, they don’t have to think about way, where and 

why to find the boyfriend and the boyfriend. And they all will, they, and they can this, 

by doing this, they can less baby dumping cases. Or for instance, we can see that 

nowadays, in Putrajaya, a few, a few days ago, her, her mother, her mother on 20th 

years old throw, throw her baby in the apartment from the level 3. We can see that if 

we, if we, if the, the government, the government compare the school between male and 

females, there are more, there are more get involved in free mingling relations. That’s 

all from me. 

R4: Ok. 

R2: I agree with you, Amy. I strong believe that. Single-sex school can lessen social 

problem. Various reason. First and foremost, like you said that, social problem can, you 

can do anything without have a limit of the fashion. So, we free to do anything in the 

class. For example, if my Madame say, today I want you all do discussion. In, so, so we 

can do discussion my, the room or library (*** inaudible). Sometimes, ok, we look. 

R4: It’s like males, right? 

R2: It’s like, yes. 

R4: Yes. How about you Murjajit? 

R3: Yes, like in, in, like in you too. I’m agree this statement that single-sex school can 

lessen, lessen social problem. Because many score reasons, for reasons. One or first, we 

can, we can focus the study. When only single sex in school. And also we can, we can 

increase the shy, the shy of chara, characteristic of, of persons. 

R4: You mean, Murjajit, you this mean? You mean that you can, can more, we can increase 

of sharing problems each other? With the school have a single sex? Am I right? 

R3: Yes. 

R4: Ok.  

R1: Ok. Thank Murjajit. In my point of view, yes I agree with the topic. Single-sex schools 

can reduce social problem because when, when he have single sex, they can, they 

cannot couple each other. Because they, they not have males or females in the school. 

Ok? So, we can, we can reduce social problem. And when we have single sex in school, 

we can, we can avoid from baby dumping because dump, baby dumping can evolve 

because when, when they, when they couple. 

R3: Yes. 
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R4: Yes, I agree with you. Then what, but, but what the benefit or if we compare the 

females and males in one school, what do you think Murjajit? Or Masyirah, can explain 

it? 

R2: Ok. Before that, I want to Masyitah ex, give example about social problem.  

R4: Ok. If, if we have. 

R2: Example social problem. What example social problem? Coupling. 

R4: Couple. 

R1: Couple. 

R2: Other? 

R1: Baby dumping. 

R3: I want to add the examples. 

R2: What? 

R3: Because when only single sex in school, we can increase the problem of porno 

graphication. And likes baby dumping, likes Amy says just now. And what I know and 

what I see today, problems baby dumping start in school. That, that start in school that 

have two, two sexes. Ok? That’s all. (18) What… whats do you think Amy? 

R1: I think, I think we can, we can solve this, them, we can resolve this matter with give 

their knowledge, give their religious of knowledge on the school… on the school.  By 

doing that by the way, by the way, the social, the social problems nowadays will be 

decrease slowly, and slowly, and slowly.  

R2: Masyitah. 

R4: Yes. 

R2: How, how we can solve the problem? (19) 

R4: Ok, when we have a single sex in school, we can study together with female only. So, 

we can reduce social problem like couple. Because couple, in couple, social problem 

can. 

R2: You mean, is couple is the main causes… 

R4: Yes, yes. 

R2: … of social problems? 

R1: Ok, I agree with Masyitah. So, what the benefits sex single school can lessen social? 

Anybody can explain? 

R4: What do you mean? 

R1: Benefit, what do you benefit. 

R4: Oh, benefit sex, single sex problem. We can like I say just now, we can reduce the, the 

lesser, we can reduce the social problems.  

R1: Yes? 

R2: And then we can improve academic performance. 

R3: And. 

R2: Because. 

R3: Ok. 

R2: Because we have, we don’t have social problem. 

R3: And also we can reduce of pornographication and baby dumping, and so on. 
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R4: Ok. Amy, what do you think? Anybody else want to add on about this? Anyone? 

R1: Anyone. Ok. Single-sex school can lessen social problem because, because many 

benefits. Can benefits which we had discussion then. So, anybody to want conclude, to 

conclude that. 

R2: Ok. Single-sex school can reduce social problem when, when we just have a female in 

school. Because I think female don’t have involved in many social problem. I think 

female just involved in social problem when, when we, we have. 

R4: Male. 

R2: Male. Because. 

R4: In class.  

R2: Yes, because when we. 

R4: We have. 

 

Better let her talk first. 

 

R4: Ok. 

R2: When we had male and female, set, macam social problem can, can be like when we 

couple like ba, baby dumping, run from home because we love together and, and so on. 

What do you think Murjajit? 

R3: ok. Not anything. But in conclusion, it’s can be clearly seen that’s all from me agree 

this statement that single-sex school can lessen, lessen or reduce such a problem. 

Because of many super reasons from me. Ok. That’s all. Thank you. 

R4: Ok. 

[END] 
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Appendix 6 

Transcription (Extracts 5 and 16) 

 

R4: Today, today we are discussed and I think this is inter, an inter, interesting topic. That is 

government hospitals are better than private hospitals. Do you have any comments? 

R2: Yes. I agree with the statement, I think the government hospitals are better than private 

hospitals because the cost to leave, to stay is more cheap and not expensive than private 

hospitals, that is more expensive. It will burden some people to pay money for stay at a 

private hospital. It will burden some people which is poor and not from rich family. So, 

so, do you agree with my points? 

R1: Yes, I agree with the second speaker. Because the government hospital are better than 

private hospitals because the government hospital cost expensive. Sorry, government 

hospital, private hospital cost are expensive. So, people do not have money can go to 

the government hospital. They don’t to pay money or they, they need to pay, they don’t 

need to pay hospital money. Which is what do you. 

R4: Well I suppose most of you are right. (5) This ^ why I have the same point. 

R2: Yes. 

R4: (16) Government hospital are* better because their doctor is* more professional than 

private hospital. Besides that, in hospital, have the good medicine, good treatment, and 

something comfortable like for bed comfortable.  

R1: Service. 

R4: So, nothing material like. Everything is more comfortable. Besides that, government 

hospitals are better than private hospitals because they are more systematic, systematic. 

Have the good time. Timetable is more good than private hospitals.  

R1: Yes. 

R4: I think. Would you like add something? 

R1: Ok. I want, that hospitals is, I want to add something. I think private, private hospitals 

maybe this is more but, but we can use money, money, I think the service in hospital is 

more comfortable than private hospital. Because we, because we has a good doctor 

which the, which is a caring, more caring and more take care to us. So. 

R2: (*** inaudible). Government hospital are, is better than private hospital because, 

because, they, they, (*** inaudible) such as they, they has. Give a patient, good patient 

to their patient, and they give a good. 

R4: I’m interrupted. Basically, why are you totally agree that government hospital are better 

than private hospital because in the government hospital, they have the nurse. That 

makes patient more, they make patient is satisfied with their treatment. Besides that, 

you know, private hospital does only two or three nurse compare to the government 

hospital, they are many nurse. That makes patient absolutely satisfied.  

R1: Yes. 

R2: Because I, as I said, if you go to the private, sorry, if you go to the private hospital, you 

must pay a lot of money to live or stay in private hospital. But we can think, think 

properly if we use, can use money for another things that is more important such as for 

continue living, donate to, donate for poor children, that is need money. Yes. So, I think 

private hospital, government hospitals is better than private hospitals. So. 
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R4: So, So, I would like to add something.  

R2: Yes. 

R4: The main point, the main point is this. Professional. There is everyone want to 

professional. That’s compare this hospital privates and hospital government is we can, 

we, we, we will look at the professional. The government hospital is professional. They 

have enough education.  

R1: Yes. 

R2: Yes. 

R4: That’s, that’s why I totally agree the government hospital are better than private 

hospital.  

R2: When I was 11 years old, I, my, my father decided to go in private hospital. But, we 

don’t have a enough money to pay for private hospital to government hospital. Then, 

the service was a, was very good and I like it the, the environment at them, at the 

hospital, government hospital.  

R4: You sati, satisfied? 

R2: Yes.  

R1: The government hospital also, they help the poor people when their, they help people 

who don’t have enough money, so people can go to government hospital to take a 

insurance if they sick.  

R4: So, anyone want to add something? If not is, I can conclude our discussion. 

R1: Ok. 

R4: Yes, Anis? No. 

 

Examiner: Ok. One person can conclude. 

 

R4: Looks we have, we has, have a same opinion. Three of us is agree to the statement. 

That’s, so, this is clear that government hospital are better than private hospital. 

Because the government hospital is more advantages than private hospital. 

R2: Yes. 

R4: That, I think that’s all. Thank you. 

[END] 
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Appendix 7 

Transcription (Extracts 10, 11, 14 and 15) 

 

R: Let me start first, I actually I agree with the statement that Violence on Television 

Leads to Aggressive Behavior Among Children because I think nowadays many… 

many program… let… show in television many program such as cruel violence 

program in television so I think this program can give… give effect to a children… to 

children to attitude their… their attitude so that… this… violence on television leads to 

aggressive behavior among… among children … violence …it can… violence create 

action give many bad effect that’s we know such as killing movie, with killing movie 

and other and so on so I think that, so I think that’s all. What’s your opinion? 

R2: (11) Thank you for * the first speaker, I actually I also agree with this topic that 

violence on TV leads to aggressive behavior among childrens. Actually my point is 

quite similar with first speaker that’s violence… violence on TV gives a bad effects 

to… bad effects to childrens … bad effect to childrens ok nowadays we can see many 

childrens  get a bad effect from the watching television like a violence on TV. They are 

childrens…childrens are usually… usually childrens  easy to follow in the, when they 

are watching television, they easy to follow any attitude like a bad attitude from them… 

from the television there… there learning from the television for the bad attitudes so I 

think the violence on television is a …give a bad action to the childrens , that’s all. 

Thanks  

R3: Ok I agree on that point because I think what you said just now is right (14) I still 

remember one case that one… one children*… boy start, want*  to be like Superman, 

he want* to fly from the  high level of building to be like, he jump… he jump from the 

building to be like a Superman, it lead  him to die  actually 

R4: Ok I agree with both of you because children nowadays actually they like… like to 

watching TV, like watching movie so when they watching TV, they will follow the bad 

attitude, bad attitude of, from that movie and I also I have a experience like you and I 

saw the two childrens, boy children fight each other, fight each other and one just like 

you said like to be a superman, batman and also if and when I asked them why… why 

they fight… fighting each other, they are… they… they thought… they though… they 

saw that action on TV so is bad for children 

R: Ok I add something, we know that children that they young so they… they want to try 

something new so I had read from some… some such a… that one children, one child, 

he …he show the television, killing movie then he… he take the knife then he kill  

R2: kill his friends? 

R: Yes so I think the violence on television have more bad… bad to children 
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R2: In my, In my experience from… from this I… I meet I show my cousin one male and 

female, they are what we call they fighting each other and then and then they say a bad 

bad words from the TV they… they what we call they… they watching television and 

they take the words from the televisions, that’s a violence, that a violence so it is bad 

for them  

R3: as… as we can see a lot of movie in in in on television the actors… actors or actress say 

some… some word some bad words so when the children hear  

R: Yes 

R2: And they… they want to know what the mean of that words so then we are will asked 

the adult so we are, so adult people cannot… cannot say in what it means of this, that’s 

word because they don’t want that children follow… follow the… the… 

R3: I strongly agree what either topic that violence on TV leads to aggressive lead to 

aggressive behavior among children because I think children right nowadays like what 

all of you see, they are… they can influence easily from the television movie, cruel… 

cruel, killings all the… all the behavior, bad behavior that activities that nowadays they 

feel they follow what the hero, all (15) the hero in the movie the hero in the movie, the 

hero in the movie did in the TV like the hero usually kill* their enemies… the enemies 

so he want to if they hate some somebody in around… around him, around us, we want 

to… we want to be like… we want to  

R4: Be like 

R3: They want to be like hero  

R2: Try 

R3: Want to try to kill the power  

M: Ok somebody conclude 

R: Ok… ok that I conclude our discussion ok all of us agree with the statement that 

violence on TV leads to aggressive behavior among children so I think that’s right that 

that television… violence… television program nowadays more have more have more 

violence of cruel… cruel action (10) so it can give more bad effects to among* children. 

Nowadays I… I see… I see at television what, less or less program that give benefit  

R2: Yes 

R3: I think government should what television program  

R: Reduce 

R4: Reduce the bad  

Examiner: Ok. Thank you [END] 
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Appendix 8 

Transcription (Extracts 4 and 7) 

 

R: Assalamualaikum w.b.t and Good Evening to all of you here, ok today we will discuss 

The Advertisement Lead An Unhealthy Lifestyle, ok in my opinion, I agree with the 

statement due to several reason. First, if somebody take more dose, he become effect to 

our body. For… for example, for my experience, my friend when she become stress, 

she like to take like panadol more and more, so it can affect to their body. What about 

your opinion?  

R2: Thank you can I add on? 

R: Yes 

R2: Just you said when they take overdose lead to unhealthy lifestyle 

R: Yes 

R2: I’ve… I strongly agree that advertisement lead to Unhealthy Lifestyles because when 

she said eat more and more dose expose to a variety dangerous disease. We don’t know 

sometimes we just buy we don’t know about the ingredient in the product so we just eat 

and other than other than that disease become like obesity, heart attack and others    

R: I am sorry, I… I can agree with both of you… both of you because this statement said 

Advertisement Lead to an Unhealthy Lifestyle or not about medication. I agree that this 

statement because we don’t we when the advertisement show a lot of benefit about the 

product, we don’t know that product is true or not, usually when a person buy a product 

from the… the flyers or advertisement, they not, that product not give a lot of benefit 

for that person. Any comment? 

R3: Sometimes the product come from like product I think so. What about you? 

R4: I’m sorry, I don’t, I don’t agree with this statement because advertiser will promote 

good product only, for instance nutrious  

R: Nutrients  

R4: Nutrients… nutrients food they will promote what the index in the food and if… if we 

just buy to the shop and we can’t get more… more information about the food. When 

they advertise in advertisement so we can know what the ingredients inside of that  

R: Other when we must buy it at pharmacy  

R4: Yes. Ya for it, for example nutrious food like Nestum, Milo that can give us, refresh 

mind and what it can lead to healthy lifestyle, not unhealthy lifestyle 
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R3: Ok thank you, Hidayah. Ok but I’m totally disagree, I totally agree with this statement 

because we could not depends on the advertisement with we seek we can do the more 

activities like sport you know like netball like football and the others, we could not 

depends on the advertisement  

R: But I think you… you all to understand what is the topic about, this about 

advertisement, like example ok about product, we don’t know from as you know that 

other part at the sampler on such as a pamphlet, she that, what links all the benefit and 

that effect after we use the product, not about what you say  

R2: What I know but advertisement sometimes… sometimes, it can give bad effect. It can 

give bad effect to our life and as you know sometimes the, like you all just mention the 

ingredient is who don’t know is true or not sometimes it more dose more dose and ya 

we afraid to afraid if the advertisement affect to our body 

R4: I want to add on like my sister, my sister buy juice, we call Jusmate5. She want to slim 

but she after 5, after 3 months she drink the product she not become a slim because   

M: She became fat? 

R4: Ok because she buy product, she buy a wrong product  

M: Ok 

R: Yes 

R4: But if that effect to customer, then we, they or producer will be summon, will summon 

the company.  

R3: (4) I’m not agree* maybe of course what the advertiser want to advertise is a good 

product and… and healthy product, not such a harm or harm to healthy or something 

else 

R4: Ok I think so we feel Noraini same like my opinion. My sister she have a lacks faces ok 

so she try to…to buy the Natasha you know  

R: Ya 

R4: Natasha product to become  

R: Become what 

R4: Face come to look so beautiful so she take oh I… I do, maybe not suitable for their face 

and she look become more I know, so ugly  

R: Ok 

R4: And her face become…become so I think ugly. What about you? 
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R3: (7) I’m not totally agree with what you said just now because not all the product is* can 

be blame as wrong product that advertise in television or any else because most of the 

product that advertise of course its 

R: Suitable for 

R4: Suitable for 

R: The customer 

R4: The customer use not to cheat the customer 

R: We can just to said what around 

R4: Have bought wrong 

R: But… but our what 

R2: Wrong product  

R: Wrong product so 

M: Why don’t you conclude here? 

R: Ok in conclusion, advertisement lead to an unhealthy lifestyle is have a lot of what, ok 

in conclusion advertisement lead to an unhealthy lifestyle because that our discussion 

that is will make a… a what when I has make disadvantage to some consumer and some 

give advantage to another some consumer 

 [END] 
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Appendix 9 

Transcription (Extracts 20 and 21) 

 

R: Good Morning and Assalamualaikum w.b.t. We start our discussion with 

Bismillahirahmanirrahim. I am Norshafikah binti Salimin. These are my co-members. 

How are you today? 

R2: I’m fine  

R3: Fine. Thank you 

R4: Fine 

R: Please introduce yourself. I will start with my first speaker. 

R2: Ok my name is Noratikah binti Safuan 

R3: And I Nurul Ardila binti Saad Anuar  

R4: Ok today we are going to discuss about the topic about “A Woman should be allowed to 

work during the night shift. What is your opinion? 

R: In modern life, we know that woman have work to the night shift although woman need 

to focus for their responsibility. What is your idea? 

R3: Ok thank you Shafikah. First and foremost as we can see that nowadays there are so 

many us there are many social and criminal cases in Malaysia. So in my opinion woman 

should not be allowed to work during night, night shift because it endanger them and 

then it is… it is tendency… they are tendency to be a victim in a criminal cases so for 

example if they have to work in, during night shift in petrol station, petrol station is 

work for 24 hours so they such, in a personally in 2 to 3 am is the… the thing is quite so 

in endanger woman who are work at during night shift. So how do you feel about that?  

R2: Thank you Atikah. Are you so right I totally agree with your point. As I… I agree with 

this topic that woman should not be allowed to work during night shift because for me 

that woman are we are not suitable. They… they cannot burn midnight oil. So then they 

also have to take care of their health that they because of woman and they get off their 

(***inaudible) so if they have a family is not suitable for them, they are smart if they 

take care of their family, children. They have many responsibility (20) so I think that 

woman ^ not suitable to work during night shift so I… so I can’t so for my point, (21) I 

believe that woman ^ not be allow* to work during night shift 

R: Ya 

R2: Ok thank you 

R: Now let goes on with our next member, Najwa. Do you agree with this topic?  
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R4: Yes I totally agree with this topic woman should not be allowed to work during night 

shift 

R: Ya 

R4: As I’m concern in that topic I think that woman not appropriate to work in night 

because they are woman, this is the different gender with man. Man can work at night, 

at 8 but woman no, woman cant because woman has other responsibilities like at home, 

take of their children, take care of their family, take care of their husband, cook and do 

it do course so it is not suitable for woman and just like Atikah said… said that it is 

dangerous and hazardous to woman to go outside at night because nowadays, we can, 

we can heard many… many newspapers told us about kidnap  

R: Ya 

R4: About rape and is not suitable for woman I think. They should stay at home and do… 

do… do something children work for them even they are independents woman also 

M: Ok 

R2: Oh for me what do you think guys if woman do need to support their family you know 

maybe before us and for her husband have passed away. So what do you think? 

R3: I think I think we if they see have to support their family and is enough for them to 

work only at a morning not until the night because it dangerous right? 

R: Ya. Can I add something here to make I think like Aqilah said they… they need to go 

work in day, just the, because they have children too even they need to support the 

family I think it is not… not suitable. They… they can do like sewing, washing clothes 

or something different than work in petrol pump or shop that has 24 hours 

R2: Personally I think that those, all those single mother have to work to support their 

family, they have to think about their safety too, it is endanger for them so work in 

during… during… during  

R4: During night 

R2: During in the afternoon at least enough for… for woman. 

R4: I absolutely agree with thing. Ok based on our group discussion they we… we can 

conclude that woman should not be allow to work during night shift because danger for 

them, take health, they health and have other responsibility at home ok that’s all thank 

you. 

M: Ok please return the question paper 

[END] 
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Appendix 10 

Transcription (Extract 23) 

 

R: Assalamualikum and a very Good Morning to everyone. I’m Siti Fatiha binti Abun, she 

is Siti Harun next to her is Hamidah binti Roslan and the last one is Izzah ***inaudible 

ok we are here today to discuss about our topic “Students’ Attendance to Classes 

Should Not Be Made Compulsory” what is your opinion?  

R2: Ok I disagree with this motion because in my opinion when (23) students attendance to 

classes should not be made compulsory, this is* can encourage the student to have a bad 

habit for example maybe they  lazy to come to class because not compulsory you know. 

Ok when the situation happen they can listen to many bad effect to their studies ok so I 

disagree with this is…urm… what do you think about this topic Malini? 

R3: Thank you ***inaudible I think I agree with you. I also disagree…urm… that students 

attendance to classes should not be made compulsory because their will miss their 

lesson during the classes and this is disturb…this is will disturb their academic 

performance and what you said before they will become more lazy 

R: Yes 

R3: So what about you think? 

R4: Ok I think I also disagree to this topic student attendance to classes should not be made 

compulsory because as a student we need more explanation from lecturer right? So 

when they … they only sit at home or maybe sit at home or sit at the mahallah and more 

they switch on the laptop for such as online study such to Facebook or Skype. We need 

more explanation from lecturer and maybe student are not understand what their madam 

or their lecturer want…to teach them. So I think student should  go to class so I mean 

should be made compulsory so what do you think? 

R: Yes Suraya I disagree with this topic, going to class should be compulsory to everyone 

because we need to gain knowledge directly from our lecturer 

R2: Yes ok my experience there once when I was in Form 5, there was a class…urm.. 

chemistry class but I didn’t came… that is not compulsory in that chemistry class they 

learn how to do an experiment so I didn’t do the experiment that as well I, I answer my 

SPM, I cannot answer because I didn’t do the experiment  

R3: Oh 

R4: You can see the effect on… on that  

R2: And my friends didn’t tell me how to do the experiment… urm…I don’t know how to 

do it and I don’t know how to answer it and that’s  my chemistry  got B so I’m very, 
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very pressure I think it should be compulsory but for an additional, additional classes, it 

should not be compulsory because sometimes additional classes when you are on 

holiday where when students want to go for … spend time with their family so I think 

maybe additional classes should not be compulsory  

R: Ok that's for additional classes  

R4: So I think the, the explanation from the friends or from the teachers is different  

R2: there is a big difference  

R So we can more understand from our lecturer  

R2: You know now student attendance compulsory right but there are still student absent to 

class… even compulsory so do you think when… not being made compulsory. Maybe 

one day don’t have student in class because student very lazy to class so we have to 

avoid that the laziness of the students to come to class so it has to be made  compulsory 

its the class  

R3: Because if we don’t come to the class when it compulsory we cannot take any 

examination  

R: Yes 

R4: Ya 

R3: So making going to class is compulsory …is better  

R2: I want to… I want to add if student not come to class what prospect do you want to see 

that attitude so intentional we can in charge their student  

R: And we come to class, we come we dress full attired like Iium one 

R2: We can be more disipline 

R: So lecturers know how, how their students attitude 

R2: Yes 

R3: That’s how they mark us? 

R: So the… I think student attendance should be compulsory 

R2: should be compulsory  

R4: Besides if we do online, online learning maybe the teachers cannot see what’s the 

students are doing 

R: copy each other for assignment or just take it from the internet just copy and paste like 

we usually do. Who would like to add some more? 
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R3:  So ok as we can see, we all disagree with this topic so attendance to classes should be 

compulsory but not necessary for additional classes  

R: Yes 

R3: Ok 

R: Thank you for your cooperation, thank you for respecting our each other 

R2: Thank you 

 [END] 
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Appendix 11 

Transcription (Extract 22) 

 

R: Assalamualaikum w.b.t ok thank you Andy, Atikah and Ammar for coming today. Now 

I would like to discuss with all of you about the topic “Home-Schooling is Better Than 

Going to School” so straight to the point so from this statement I totally agree with this 

statement which is “Home-Schooling is Better Than Going to School” Why? Because 

for me, I think it is more easy and it is more privacy for a student to study with their 

own, with their own, their own skill, their own what they want, right? See so I think 

this, this Home-Schooling is more privacy for a student so the student will not get any 

trouble from this instead from this type of Home-Schooling so how about you, Atikah? 

Do you agree with me? 

R2: Yes thank you Muaz I totally agree with you because I think when there… when there 

are …when the students study at home ok parents can control their child ok because 

nowadays you know that in outside many criminals happen ok, after their back to 

school, before they run… they’re run to school so when there are, (22) when their… 

they are studies at home ok this can prevent from getting the kidnapping or prevent with 

many criminal then other than that I think student more understand ok about their study 

because at school maybe their the class maybe very crowded with people so they are 

…cannot understand fully with what their  

R: Learn 

R2: Learn so how about you, Ammar? Do you agree? 

R3: Ok thank you and in my comment I am sorry, I cannot agree with this topic 

R2: Ok 

R3: Ok, Why? Because in this case, in this case students in school that want to learn not 

teacher. What have you ask to… to teacher to come to your home and teach you? 

R2: Ok 

R3: So it will shows some unrespect to teacher ok and then beside that at home I think 

there’s not suitable place to study must simple, simple just to study because its very 

disturb if your brother sounds with your brother voice rather, more quite your sister 

voice your surroundings not suitable to learn so it will, we will not focus at home.  

R: Ok, ok Andy if you have some the opinion regarding this topic 

R2: Yes I’m I, I totally agree with you, I am not, I not agree with that Home-Schooling is 

better than going to school because I think that it, it would if we just stay at home and 

then, and then we will not get many friends because if but compare going to school and 
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then study and then we will have many kind of friends and then, and then, and then we 

also can change our opinion with each other because there are many friends right 

because if we stayed at home and then study at home, we just alone and then we do not, 

we can’t, we cannot share our opinion with others and then I think is not interesting if 

we study at home because I agree the way that teacher teach us at home and the way 

teacher teach us at school is different I think it is quite interesting if they study at school 

than at home and then you also do not open into outside you not we are not, we are not, 

we do not, ok so 

R: So based on your, on your opinion I think I would like to change my opinion. With this 

I mean maybe home-schooling is not better yet I mean if going to school is better than 

home-schooling because as you were saying as, as in that maybe the manner outside it 

is not (***inaudible) in every student right  

R2: Yes 

R4: Yes 

R: Yes if did if we to home-schooling its mean you are not let on to study where does 

teacher come, come again study and then finish. It’s not like you, you, you are willing 

to study like as you can see in Sarawak and Sabah today they are no stand to go to 

school, right? 

R2: Yes 

R: They were they will ride the rakit and then very long distance so but they were only 

choose to, to study back to reality that is a good manner among this in Sarawak which is 

we can see that they are willing to study 

R3: Yes I agree with respect the Sarawak and Sabah people because total is for the school is 

far away from their home but they are, they will, they, they have a willing to study 

compare to people we know, we, we didn’t cost real ok. Ok in that case if the teacher 

come in the home the student will feel, feel to manage their time for example we, we if 

they are willing to last we will manage our time because  

R2: Yes 

R4: Ok 10 minutes for bath and 10 minutes for both of class with our but when teachers 

come to your home you will not have to manage your time, will not be a productively to 

you again so one of you have any opinion? 

R2: Yes I and my experience which is my friend he is free so he she cannot has she has a 

teacher that always she not to school, she not go to school, she home-schooling she, her, 

her teacher go to her house when she want to study but she not have many friends you 

know because she is not open to outside but she just stayed at home everything it that 

she do just home study at home, she not, she not, she not involved in any activities at 

outside compare if I is compare if she if it’s it will be different  to she school is going to 
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in fact if she go to school, she will get many experiences, will get many friends and 

experience their she will get many experience by the activities at school so  

R4: But, but there should be when there come go to school they expose, expose to many 

social problem that because they meet many type of people so don’t you think like that? 

R2: I think that ok they are they learn in school so there are, there are people around them 

can control them 

R: Keep their eyes on them 

R5: Ha keep your eyes on them  

R: Ok 

R5: Because I (***inaudible) is not, is not the big problem because we are here and then 

we, we put areas we are going to school, right? And think they are not want us, they are 

involved in social issues is not the problem I think 

R: Yes 

R2: Nowadays 

R4: Maybe the teacher will be the 

R2: Yes  

R: Yes because as you know, as all you want to know school is one of the best, one of the 

safe place in, in the class  

R2: Yes 

R: You know because everything happen in school, their, the school, the school will be 

responsible for their students  

M: Two more minutes  

R: So I think they will be maybe for the some subject we can use, use the, use for the, use 

for home schooling, maybe for some subject I think so we would how do you think 

Atikah? For some subject we use in home-schooling 

R4: Ya I think so because not all subject, we can learn at school, right? Some subject it 

more difficult to us,to understand like maths, accounts so we need a private teacher to 

teach us privately at home so Aini, do you want to add something? 

R2: Yes before this you should, you said that maybe student like us we involved in social 

issue right? But I think the function of school that is, function of school to teach us to, 

to avoid us to involved in social issue because they are many activities that, that we 

learn and teach us to the from who are  
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R4: Our different  

R2: Yes 

R4: I totally agree  

M: You have one minute 

R:  The statement that’s why the reason we have to go to school because we when we go to 

school, we will learn many thing, many good thing from the teach you, from your 

friends, from the notice that, that your school, beside that when, when we talk about 

other subject for example account. If you didn’t understand about the teacher tell you, 

you can ask your friend but when you at home who are, who you want to tell? Your 

mother I think is not good in teaching, right? It’s not their own occupation maybe it’s 

not the  

Examiner: Please conclude  

R2: So I think that since all of us have many interesting opinion and then we are happy 

sharing and also let’s end here and with so there are, there many opinion so let’s end 

here 

R: Lets end here. Thank you 

[END] 
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Appendix 12 

Transcription (Extract 24) 

 

R: Assalamualaikum w.b.t and very Good Evening. Now we are… we are here to discuss 

about topic “Young People Today Know More Than The Young People Before”. 

Before I   answer and change my opinion, I would like to hear about you Adin I think 

we have interesting point to say 

R2: Thank you Rudi. In my, in my opinion I agree about the statement that say “Young 

People Today Know More Than The Young People Before” because you all know that 

nowadays there are many facilities that have been developed such as the internet, TV 

before this… young people before this did not know what is that, did not they are, did 

not you know how to, how to know news because they, they does, does not, they do not 

have the facilities such as internet, TV, radio. They did not, young, young people 

nowadays, they also have expose by the surrounding about everything. What about 

you? 

R3: I also agree with yours statement the… your statement that “Young People They More 

Know More Than The Young People Before” as you know nowadays we have 

technologies that is …urm… that’s around us… we were such as  internet, TV and you 

know that TV they have channel that Discovery Channel all that young people know 

everything from that they can improve knowledge their knowledge about, about, 

about…urm… the world about the, the, about the, the world before than the younger 

before because they do, they don’t have, they don’t have the facilities that that… you 

say just now like TV, internet so young people before don’t know what, what happen in 

world, but don’t not, they don’t has more knowledge than young people before and 

nowadays. How about you, Azli? 

R4: Ok, ok I'm actually agree with you, two of you talk about the technologies at one seems 

technologies not been use before now more technologies been use in educations been 

use in everyday life for explore the, the informations for works, for like for the females 

for example they can search and the example to cooks like we can use televisions, we 

can use the hand phone maybe can use the internet so young people before are not use 

the technologies because things technologies are more and more. How about you, are 

you agree with us?  

R: Thank you Azli. I totally I agree with… with you, I think young people today know 

more than of course we know today have many technology to technology and… and 

for… for example internet, computers and so on, young people today just sit in front of  

laptop, computer and they, they, they have on they have… have put a bit what they 

want ok that thing up, go up from the screen instead  

R2: Yes 
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R: And then the people nowadays can know what happen to, what happen what… what 

happen to at last… last week ago and they also know what… what happen at that future 

for example I say just now, they just sit in front of  laptop and they can find everything 

from… from this from laptop and next I think young people and young people today 

know more because the young people before and they will, will come old become old 

nowadays and they can share all of thing what they know through young people today 

and so, so happen today know more than more than that 

R2: I want to add some point ya I want… I agree with Azli because for me, I like to watch 

the television show that they show the, the how to cook like apa like masak bersama 

chef I… I use the I use the… the show  

R: To improve your skill 

R2: To improve my skill about cook  

R4: And I want to add some point… before this I want to ask you, do you have a computer 

or laptop at, at your house? 

R2: Yes  

R4: Because most of all people now  

R2: Right 

R4: Have a laptop and computer as well and before this technologies are not being used so it 

prove that young people today know more than the young people before, right? 

R2: Yes 

R3:  Technology have education too add so people before younger before they only sit at the 

home at their house only and then and then their… their than they study are their own 

but people nowadays they are, they can’t, they can open (^c4) internet because satellite 

have the permission that learning and they too also learn also education so people today 

is more… is more… is more have option 

R4: Like I say just now people today have more way to education and this right I agree with 

you because I think young people today have more things than compare than young 

people before because like I say (24) people today have many ways to find to find 

knowledge to… to their add education and anything may goes may it will use that is 

and 

R2: Because the current before just in the school right people can also can study and they 

implement ***inaudible 

R3: As maybe also have  

R4: China 
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R3: China education  

R4: That change  

R3: But for, for example also  

R2: Yes 

R: Yes  

R2: Ya 

R3: With tutorial, tutorial hobby 

R: We can learn by seing and we agree 

R2: Ya  

R: All right  

R2: Ya 

R: In front of television  

M: Ok one minute  

R2: Ok anyone else want to add something if not would like to conclude young people 

before, young people nowaday is know …know more than the young people before, all 

of us were agree with the statement, thank you for your contributing your ideas and we 

received that received that we seen the interesting to discuss this topic 

M: Ok thank you.  
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Appendix 13 

Transcription (Extracts 25 and 26) 

 

R4: Ok. Assalamualaikumwarahmatuallahiwabrakatun and a very good day to our 

invigilators. As for today, we’re going to discuss about people who earn a lot of money 

are happy. As for me, (25) I’m* totally agree with this statement as because nowadays 

you can see that money is important. Without money, you cannot do anything, even 

have a meal. Everyone has to do something in order to earn money. What do you think 

Sarah? 

R1: Ok. I’m sorry, Zara. But I’m not totally agree with you. Because I’ve my own opinion, 

as for me, I think that people who earn a lot of money, it doesn’t mean that if you have 

a lot of money, you agree, we are happy of our life. As for example, in my opinion, 

when we have the love, when the love is exist, that is, that defines the happiness for me. 

Because although people who earn a lot of money or we call them as people who loves 

to work, the workaholic people, they is so obsessed to their work that, that although 

they did earn a lot of money, but they didn’t feel, but the, the love isn’t there. So, they, 

they didn’t happy. Do you agree with me, Syafira? 

R2: Actually, I personally think that money is important in our daily life. So, basically I 

agree with Huzairah. Because you know, we can see how people who live in poverty 

always feel like hopeless and insecure for their future. Well, people, while people with 

money can always do everything we want. To, towards a satis, their own satisfaction. 

And like for example, if people are if, a person got the money, like even though they, 

you know, they perform well, they perform poor in their studies, they can still afford to 

you know, go and continue their studies in the private college. So, yes, they can, they 

can still get on moving without problems. While as for people who, who is you know, 

living in poverty, they can, they kind, they can’t afford to go to you know, private 

college. So, let say if they are, they, they, they perform badly in their studies, so they’re 

not going anywhere. 

R3: May I interrupt. Ok. (26) I am* definitely disagree with your opinion. Ok. I am agree 

with Sarah because money is not a key to happiness actually because we agreed that 

love is a key to happiness. Exactly. Because as you give(*b6) an example, if one person 

is can’t afford to go to the private school, they are not, they are not really enjoy their 

education but what if the people who is still cannot afford to go to private school, they 

have the happy itself. Ok. Let, I want to give an example, yes. I can’t denied that money 

comes first. But it is not a good end actually. Because, ok, if we, I give example, a 

wealth person. Whenever to achieve their success, they are searching money, more 

money to add their health, health, their wealth. But they did not mind about their heart. 

They are only seek, seek to rich, to be a rich person because to gain, to gain popularity, 

but they, they neglect their healthiness. So, it’s not, if, if a person although he have a lot 

of money, he, but he also have a lot of, a lot of sickness. Then, it’s not a happy 

situation, right? Do you agree with me Zahirah? 

R4: Sorry. But can have give situation for you. For example, if a husband does not have any 

job and how you want to support his family? How can he make his wife happy? 

R3: Pardon? 

R4: If a husband does not have any job and how he wants to support his family and make 

his wife happy? 
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R3: Ok. Ok. It’s not that money, I, I agree with my statement that money is not the key to 

happiness. Although the husband didn’t have, you say didn’t have a job? 

R4: Yes. 

R3: Didn’t have a job, but the wife, can still accept the situation because she know the 

husband still, still struggle to search a job but it’s not her, it’s not his fate. It’s, it’s about 

fate you know, everyone got a job, everyone not got a job. Yes. Maybe next time, if, if 

the wife is still understand with the husband, maybe the husband will try, will be, will 

put more efforts on searching the job and, and if the, the husband and if the husband is 

struggle to have the job, maybe actually at the end, they, the husband got the job. 

Because of the love itself. 

R1: May I say something about this?  

R4: Alright. 

R1: Ok. For me, for your question just now, ok, I want to share my opinion. Because I agree 

with Syafira that the, the key to happiness is the love itself. So, I want to stress our that 

money isn’t everything. Money isn’t everything. Although they experience a hard 

living, like you said just now, although they experience the hard living. But they still 

can earn money slowly, time by time. And we can see that in for example Bersamamu. 

That although that they experience the hard living the, the, they experience a hard 

living. But, they are still happy compared to some other people that keep on working 

and needn’t time, didn’t have the time for themselves. They didn’t have the good time, 

they didn’t have to time to entertain themselves. So, they are not happy with their life 

actually. Although they got the money. Ok. What do you think about this, Syafira? 

R2: I’m sorry, Sarah but I don’t think that those people without money can have a happy 

life. Because you know, nowadays the actual living cost is rising every day, each day. 

And then, how, how are they going to continue living like without money, I mean how, 

how are they actually going to survive? 

R3: Can I answer the question? 

R2: Yes. Sure. 

R3: Money itself is a, is a materially, material in matter. So, money can buy material only 

like buy clothes, like buy house. But money can’t buy unlike feeling. Feeling is that 

happy. Money can’t buy happy. Money is, is a material one, ok? So. 

R1: Yes. Can I try? 

R3: Yes. 

R1: For example, if the husband short of money and he borrows from bad people and after 

that he cannot afford to pay, pay back. He tend to involve in alcohol consuming. So, 

this might affect his family. So, how, we can see that money is the key to the happiness 

itself. What do you think? 

R: Ok. I absolutely not disagree with you because yes, what I’ve state before money, 

money can buy everything but money doesn’t use to buy the feeling. Money is only a, a 

material to… Ok. I give an example. Ok. Two, two family, ok. One with, one the, the 

partner, the partner married to another partner with because of the partner has so many 

money. But when anything happen to the marriage, marriage will not, will not stand, 

will not stand. So, it is, it is about money, so then it will not last longer. And if the 

other. Ok. Ok. Ok. You can continue. 

R1: Ok. I’m sorry but, I think because you know, sorry, sorry. Ok. Actually, most of the 

marriage are like ended because of the finance, their financial problem actually. You 
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know how people are, tended to, you know, how partners can, are tended to you know, 

fight a lot, because of their financial problem. So. What is your opinion? 

R2: May I say something about this? Ok. In my opinion, although. I want to, I want to say 

that there are, there are still some people who, who are happy, although they didn’t earn 

such a high living. They are they didn’t earn such high income in their life. And 

because there is the existence of the love. So, I think that, for an example if we  in this, 

in this modern world, there are still some people who choose their partner because of 

the love. Not because their, the partner got the high living, high income. So, I still stand 

to this, to my, to my stand that I am disagree with that people who earn a lot of money, 

people who earn a lot of money are happy.  

 

Examiner: Alright. Conclusion. 

 

R4: Alright. I think that there is pros and cons with this money thingy. So, we can see that 

we both agree with the statement but both of you don’t agree. So, I think one who is a 

lot of money should not misuse it while one who short of money, have to take initiative 

to earn his or her living. So, we should find our own way how to make ourselves happy. 

With that, we thank you.  

 

 

 [END] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


